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How to learn english grammar app

NEW: You can now remove all 3rd party ads from the app for less than the price of a cup of coffee! Just tap the shopping cart on the home screen.LearnEnglish Grammar is a free grammar practice app designed to help improve English grammar accuracy. The app offers 1000s of questions to help practise and reinforce
your English grammar skills.FOUR LEVELS FROM BEGINNER TO ADVANCEDThe app is suitable for learners of all levels and offers grammar activities at Beginner (CEFR level A1), Elementary, Intermediate and Advanced (CEFR level C2). Start at your level, and as your grammar accuracy improves, progress to the
next. NOW FREE! - OVER 1000 PRACTICE QUESTIONS AVAILABLEEach level contains over 600 grammar activities, split into about 25 grammar topics such as Simple past, Past continuous, Question tags, Prepositions, Conditionals and Future perfect. The grammar questions use 10 unique activity types such as fill-
in-the-blanks, multiple choice and matching. PRACTICE AND TESTWork through practice questions at your own pace in the Practice section or challenge your knowledge in the Test section and see how well you know the grammar topics at your level.UK and US EDITIONSWe have released UK and US editions of
LearnEnglish Grammar that use British English and American English respectively. The content is adapted to reflect differences between British and American English for usage, spelling and pronunciation.LANGUAGESThe app is fully available in English, Japanese, Spanish and traditional and simplified Chinese. Help
files are additionally available in Arabic, Italian, Chinese, English, Japanese and Spanish.TOP GRAMMAR PRACTICE APPEnglish learners from all over the world love our app. LearnEnglish Grammar has ranked #1 in the iTunes Education category in 44 countries and ranks in the top ten in 111 countries. The app has
over 5,500,000 downloads!LEARN ENGLISH WITH THE BRITISH COUNCIL Learn English in our classrooms with the world’s English experts. We’ve been teaching English for more than 75 years and have helped more than 100 million people in 100 different countries improve their English skills and build their
confidence. Visit www.britishcouncil.org/english to find out more information.ABOUT THE BRITISH COUNCIL’S ENGLISH LEARNING APPS The British Council creates top English learning apps for learners of all ages. You can download our apps to practise grammar, vocabulary and listening. Visit our website to see all
our apps: Mar 13, 2021 Version 3.12.0 v3.12.0:* You asked, we listened. In response to many emails and app store reviews, you can now remove all 3rd party ads from LearnEnglish Grammar! Just tap the shopping cart on the home screen.We hope you're enjoying using the app for your grammar practice! Thanks so
much for your support, and do send us an email at learnenglish.mobile@britishcouncil.org if you have any feedback or suggestions for improvements. Don’t forget to enable push notifications on your phone/tablet Settings screen if you want to receive a fun quiz notification every weekend! It’s a good app however, I think
you should come out with the same application without ads. I’m willing to pay for an app without ads. I don’t speak for the rest of the community, but I’m 100% sure that myself and many other people would pay not to see trash pop up when we’re slowly, but surely becoming grammarians. Hi Adam. Thanks so much for
your positive feedback about the app, and for your suggestion about the ads. We are looking into this at the moment, and intend to introduce this feature in the coming months, so keep an eye out for that. Hope you continue to enjoy using the app! There’s one add that comes up over and over. I’ve been a member of
Audible for years. I can’t sign up again, I left the site open on my phone signed in, which stopped from coming up for a while. You can only sign up once, there’s no upgrade to purchase, and I’m not making the suggestion that they make one by any means. I just want the darn ad to go away and stop interfering. As far as
the grammar, more teaching and less guessing at the less than obvious (fill in the blank) answers. It’s a very frustrating task which may actually never be accomplished, in which way it becomes not a learning experience. But rather a test, following a test, following a test. It’s not bad making sure we really get it, but
learning must occur before testing, it’s a fundamental requirement of education. Thank you for your review. We introduced advertising in the app over a year ago to cover the maintenance costs. We do understand your frustration and we are sorry that the advertising bothers you, but it's because of the advertising that we
are able to offer these great apps for free. I'll however pass your comment to our app manager. Thank you. This app helps me learn what words need to be in the right places. This app can make you want to keep playing and makes you think “I wanna win” and you go and keep trying. You will have lots of fun. Go and
download no! This is gonna help you a lot.  awesome  so happy yeah!!! The developer, British Council, indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you across
apps and websites owned by other companies: Location Identifiers Usage Data The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Location Identifiers Usage Data Diagnostics Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More App Support Privacy Policy
Our premium grammar app LearnEnglish Grammar is now 100% FREE! Download now and start practising grammar with different topics from beginner to advanced levels.LearnEnglish Grammar is a top interactive grammar practice app designed to help improve English grammar accuracy. The app offers 1000s of
questions to help practice and reinforce your English grammar skills.FOUR LEVELS FROM BEGINNER TO ADVANCEDThe app is suitable for learners of all levels and offers grammar activities at Beginner (CEFR level A1), Elementary, Intermediate and Advanced (CEFR level C2). Start at your level, and as your
grammar accuracy improves, progress to the next.OVER 1000 PRACTICE QUESTIONSEach level contains over 600 grammar activities, split into about 25 grammar topics such as Simple past, Question tags and Prepositions. The grammar questions use 10 unique activity types such as fill-in-the-blanks, multiple choice
and matching.PRACTICE AND TESTWork through practice questions at your own pace in the Practice section or challenge your knowledge in the Test section and see how well you know the grammar topics at your level.UK and US EDITIONSWe have released UK and US editions of LearnEnglish Grammar that use
British English and American English respectively. The content is adapted to reflect differences between British and American English for usage, spelling and pronunciation.LANGUAGESThe app is fully available in English, Japanese, Spanish and traditional and simplified Chinese. Help files are additionally available in
Arabic, Chinese, English, Italian, Japanese and Spanish.TOP GRAMMAR PRACTICE APPEnglish learners from all over the world love our app. LearnEnglish Grammar has ranked #1 in the iTunes Education category in 44 countries and ranks in the top ten in 111 countries. The app has over 5,500,000 downloads!Get
more great English learning apps from the British Council at: Feb 18, 2021 Version 3.11.2 v3.11.2:* We made some internal updates and fixed some bugs to improve performance.We hope you're enjoying using the app for your grammar practice! Thanks so much for your support, and do send us an email at
learnenglish.mobile@britishcouncil.org if you have any feedback or suggestions for improvements. Don’t forget to enable push notifications on your phone/tablet Settings screen if you want to receive a fun quiz notification every weekend! But some ad doesn't give you a way to go forward. Like Landing tree will stay
forever. As my title states, you're not learning the structure of the english language but more like phrases. Also, you won't be taught the phrases but, more like you'll be practicing them from just errors. I'd imagine someone who doesn't know english or knows very little would take this app and be satisfied saying, omg this
app is good i'm learning english. You're just learning phrases, which isn't the best way to learn if you're trying to learn english in depth. Overall, if you want to learn phrases, this is the app for you. Looking to learn the fundamental structure of english and putting words together, look elswhere. Hi there, thank you for your
review. This app provides practice questions for users to practise their grammar skills. If you are looking for grammar rules and explanation, please feel free to check out our LearnEnglish website here: . If you have any further questions, feel free to let us know at learnenglish.mobile@britishcouncil.org. We love hearing
from our users. Thanks! This is really good app to improve your English skills. I bought all packs, but when I try to open for ex. "Elementary pack - Imperatives (+/-)" it is inactive to be opened, it said "Elementary Pack 1 has already been purchased." fix this problem I'll appreciate that! Hi Alex, thank you for your review
and we are sorry that the app is not working properly for you. Could you try to restore your purchase by click "restore"? Make sure you are logged into App Store with the account that you have purchased the packs with. If the problem persists, please let us know at learnenglish.mobile@britishcouncil.org and we will do
our best to assist further. Thanks! :) The developer, British Council, indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies:
Location Identifiers Usage Data The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Location Identifiers Usage Data Diagnostics Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More App Support Privacy Policy
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